What I love about Point Lonsdale

To describe Point Lonsdale would take me forever, from the gigantic golf course to the luscious beaches, Point Lonsdale is pitch perfect.

So I have chosen one reason why I love my town.

The thing I have chosen about Point Lonsdale that I love are the beaches, this is not only my opinion, but many tourists come down to Point Lonsdale just because of the beaches. Surfing, snorkelling, swimming, the possibilities are endless at the beaches of Point Lonsdale. Being at the point of Port Phillip Bay, makes us a prime location for surfing. Swells from the Bass Strait can make waves ferociously big. Our beaches are not all carnage, but most days the waves attract happy families with young children.

High tide and low tide are both amazing fun factors. What I love about high tide is that the waves can be smashing, or if it is deep enough you can jump off a possible 9 foot manmade rock wall and jump into crashing waves. When the tide is right the rock wall attracts tens of people, from surfers to body boarders and even swimmers can all have a great time jumping off the wall. That is my favourite thing about the beach.

Low tide can bring out the adventurers in people. Rocks from all over the place pop out of the water waiting to be explored, I remember when I was 7, I would explore every rock there was. My parents would almost have to pull me out of the water because I wouldn’t want to hop out! In rock pools the amount of animals are countless. Fish, shrimps, crabs and even more!

Even my mum and dad liked to explore the rocks with me. Another upside about the beach is that the shops are just across the road from it, on a hot day at the beach, an ice-cream is only seconds away.

Many houses are close to the beach, including the line of about 6 or 7 multi-million dollar houses, which are amazing to view.

If you get bored from being at the beach for many hours, a park is right next to it!
That is why the beach is my favourite part of Point Lonsdale. To sum it up, it's like endless fun to be had at every corner you explore.

Harry Edwards.